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// Charles University;
// Faculty of Mathematics and Physics;



Diploma: DSL Projectional Editor

{ Visual Studio; .NET }

// Plugin for a development of DSL 
projectional editors;

// VS Plugin for a development of VS 
plugins of projectional editors;
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// COPS Ges.m.b.H.;

// Financial Industry;
// Risk-Management Systems;



Development: Applications

// Different Look & Feel 
// Hard to manage consistency across more teams 
// Hard to reuse artefacts 
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{ Software Engineering }
{ September 2014 - * }
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Ph.D. Thesis: Component-Based Framework 
for Software Development & Design

{ 1968 NATO Conference; }
{ Assembling instead programming; }

// Why other engineering disciplines succeed?;



Engineering: Building a house

{ Characteristics done by components; }



Hardware: Motorola, Project ARA

{ CPU; Memory; Battery; }



Software: Component-Based Software

{ OOP principles; }
{ Libraries; Packages; }

// Still far from ideal
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Software: Lego Castle

{ Simple system; }
{ Easy to Change; }



Software: Function vs Construction 
{ Same functional decomposition; }
{ Different constructional decomposition; }
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{ Notion of Construction; }
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Software: Affordances

{ Fortress as a software component; }

// Capable of providing a protection
IProtectable {

// arrows, sword, nuclear bomb, …
Protect( … purpose of protection … );

}

LegoFortress : IProtectable { … }
KnittedFortress : IProtectable { … }



Software: Constructions

{ Fortress as a software component; }
{ UI component; }
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EE-Theories: Components and EE-Theories?

// Can different EE-Theories
// contribute component-based
// design?
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EE-Theories: PSI Theory in CoRiMa
public interface IConfirmation

{

string ConfirmationId { get; }

string ConfirmationName { get; }

void OnRequest(object confirmation);

void OnRevokeRequest(object confirmation, string reason);

void OnPromise(object confirmation);

void OnRevokePromise(object confirmation, string reason);

void OnDecline(object confirmation);

void OnQuit(object confirmation);

void OnAccept(object confirmation);

void OnStop(object confirmation);

...

}



EE-Theories: PSI Theory in CoRiMa
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Presentation: The End 

// Thank You


